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1. ORIGINS AND GENERAL

The Global Economic Crisis: a chronology by Larry Allen

The Concise Encyclopedia of the Great Recession 2007-2012 by Jerry M. Rosenberg

The Global Financial Crisis: genesis, policy response and road ahead by Satyendra Nayak

Genesis of the Financial Crisis by Roderick Macdonald

The Global Financial Crisis in Retrospect: evolution, resolution and lessons for prevention by Anthony Elson

The Great Financial Meltdown: systemic, conjunctural or policy created? edited by Turan Subasat

Global Economic Crisis: impacts, transmission and recovery edited by Maurice Obstfeld et al

Rethinking the Financial Crisis edited by Alan S. Blinder et al

Financial Crises, 1929 to the Present by Sara Hsu

The Financial Crisis Reconsidered: the mercantilist origin of secular stagnation and boom-bust cycles by Daniel Aronoff

The Global Financial Crisis: triggers, responses and aftermath by Tony Ciro

The First Great Financial Crisis of the 21st Century: a retrospective edited by James R. Barth and George G. Kaufman

A Financial Crisis Manual: reflections on the road ahead edited by Dimitrios D. Thomakos et al

Crash and Beyond: causes and consequences of the Global Financial Crisis by Andrew Farlow

Economic Crisis: explanation and policy options by Philip S. Salisbury

The Global Financial Crisis: from U.S. subprime mortgages to European sovereign debt by George K. Zestos

The Economic Crisis in Retrospect edited by G. Page West III and Robert M. Whaples

How Markets Fail: the logic of economic calamities by John Cassidy

Understanding Global Crises: an emerging paradigm by Assaf Razin

Crisis by Sylvia Walby

Nonlinear dynamics of Financial Crises: how to predict discontinuous decisions by Ionut Purica

Financial Crises: causes consequences and policy responses edited by Stijn Claessens et al

The Leaderless Economy: why the world economic system fell apart and how to fix it by Peter Temin and David

The Great Financial Crisis: causes and consequences by John Foster and Fred Magdoff

A Global History of the Financial Crash of 2007-10 by Johan Lybeck

The Dialectics of Liquidity Crisis: an interpretation of explanations of the financial crisis of 2007-2008 by Chris Jefferis

Financial Crisis: causes, context and consequences by Adrian Buckley

The Intellectual Origins of the Global Financial Crisis edited by Roger Berkowitz and Taun N. Toay
Reflections on Crisis: the role of the public intellectual edited by Mary P. Corcoran and Kevin Lalor

Economic Collapse, Economic Change: getting to the roots of the crisis by Arthur MacEwan and John Miller

The Financial Crisis of Our Time by Robert Kolb

The Financial Crisis: origins and implications edited by Philip Arestis et al

Crisis: Cause, Containment and Cure by Thomas F. Huertas

Who Really Drove the Economy into the Ditch? by Joseph N. Fried

Freefall: America, free markets and the sinking of the world economy by Joseph Stiglitz

The global Minotaur: America, the true origins of the financial crisis and the future of the world economy by Yanis Varoufakis

Financial Crisis: the United States in the early Twenty-first Century by Jill M. Hendrickson

Lost Decades: the making of America's debt crisis and the long recovery by Menzie D. Chinn and Jeffry A. Frieden

Republic Lost: how money corrupts Congress – and a plan to stop it by Lawrence Lessig

Age of Greed: the triumph of finance and the decline of America, 1970 to the present by Jeff Madrick

Business as Usual: the roots of the global financial meltdown edited by Craig Calhoun and Georgi Derluguian

Lessons from the Financial Crisis: causes, consequences and our economic future edited by Robert W. Kolb

Lessons Not Learned: 10 steps to stable financial markets by Susanne Trimbath

Exploring the Global Financial Crisis edited by Alan W. Cafruny and herman M. Schwartz

The Fearful Rise of Markets: a short view of global bubbles and synchronised meltdowns by John Authers

A Decade of Delusions: from speculative contagion to the Great Recession by Frank K. Martin

Financial Crises and Recession in the Global Economy (3rd ed) by Roy E. Allen

The Financial and Economic Crises: an international perspective edited by Benton Gup
The First Great Recession of the 21st Century: competing explanations edited by Óscar Dejuán et al;

The Global Great Recession by E. Ray Canterbery

The Current Global Recession: a theoretical and empirical investigation into developed and BRICS economies by A.C. Prabhakar


The Sellout: how three decades of Wall Street greed and government mismanagement destroyed the global financial system by Charles Gasparino

The Malign Hand of the Markets: the insidious forces on Wall Street that are destroying financial markets – and what we can do about it by John Staddon

A World Without Wall Street? by François Morin

Executive Greed: examining business failures that contributed to the economic crisis by Vinay Kothari

Alchemists of Loss: how modern finance and government intervention crashed the financial system by Kevin Dowd and Martin Hutchinson

The Greatest Crash: how contradictory policies are sinking the global economy by David Kauders

Griftopia: bubble machines, vampire squids and the long con that is breaking America by Matt Taibbi

The Monster: how a gang of predatory lenders and Wall Street bankers fleeced America and spawned a global crisis by Michael Hudson

Collateral Damaged: the marketing of consumer debt to America by Charles Geisst

Inequality, Consumer Credit and the Saving Puzzle by Christopher Brown

The Great Recession and the Distribution of Household Income edited by Stephen P. Jenkins et al

Beyond Our Means: why America spends while the world saves by Sheldon Garon

No Freedom Without Regulation: the hidden lesson of the subprime crisis by Joseph William Singer

Engineering a Financial Bloodbath: how subprime securitization destroyed the legitimacy of financial capitalism by Justin O’Brien

Foreclosed America by Isaac William Martin and Christopher Niedt
Subprime Cities: the political economy of mortgage markets edited by Manuel B. Aalbers

The Subprime Virus: reckless credit, regulatory failure and next steps by Kathleen Engel and Patricia McCoy

The Global Financial Crisis and Housing: a new policy paradigm edited by Susan Wachter et al

Housing and the Financial Crisis edited by Edward L. Glaeser and Todd Sinai

White Collar Crime in Housing: mortgage fraud in the United States by Cynthia Koller

Fraud and the Subprime Mortgage Crisis by Tomson H. Nguyen

Financial Justice: the people's campaign to stop lender abuse by Larry Kirsch and Robert N. Mayer

The Financial Crisis and White Collar Crime: the perfect storm? by Nicholas Ryder

How They Got Away With It: white collar criminals and the financial meltdown edited by Susan Will et al

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac: turning the American dream into a nightmare by Oonagh McDonald

Guaranteed to Fail: Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the debacle of mortgage finance by Viral V. Acharya et al

Foreclosed: high-risk lending, deregulation, and the undermining of America's mortgage market by Daniel Immergluck

Preventing the Next Mortgage Crisis: the meltdown, the Federal response and the future of housing in America by Dan Immergluck

Credit Risk Frontiers: subprime crisis, pricing and hedging, CVA, MBS, Ratings and Liquidity edited by Tomasz Bielecki et al;

Global Imbalances and the Collapse of Globalised Finance by Anton Brender and Florence Pisani

Financial Globalization: growth, integration, innovation and crisis by Dilip Das

Global Imbalances and the Financial Crisis by Steven Dunaway

Global Imbalances, Exchange Rates and Stabilization Policy by Anthony Makin

The Credit Crunch: housing bubbles, globalisation and the worldwide economic crisis by Graham Turner

An Assessment of the Global Impact of the Financial Crisis edited by Philip Arestis et al
The Great Credit Crash edited by Martijn Konings

China and the 21st Century Crisis by Minqi Li

Global Financial Crisis and Challenges for China by Yang Mu and Michael Heng Siam-Heng

The Global Recession and China's Political Economy edited by Dali L. Yang

China and the Global Economic Crisis edited by Zheng Yongnian & Sarah Y. Tong

Reluctant Regulators: how the West created and how China survived the global financial crisis by Leo Goodstadt

China and the Credit Crisis: the emergence of a new world order by Giles Chance

China and the Mortgaging of America: economic interdependence and domestic politics by Helen Thompson

China's Role in Global Economic Recovery edited by Xiaolan Fu

The Impact of the Global Financial Crisis on the Presence of Chinese and Indian Firms in Europe by Françoise hay et al

Global Economic Crisis and Impact on Indian Economy by Anil Thakur and Deepti Taneja

The Global Economic Crisis through an Indian Looking Glass by Adarsh Kishore et al

India and Global Crisis by Shankar Acharya

The Global Economic Meltdown: perspectives from India and EU edited by Jayshree Sengupta

Lecturing Birds on Flying: can mathematical theories destroy the financial markets? by Pablo Triana

The Number that Killed Us: a story of modern banking, flawed mathematics and a big financial crisis by Pablo Triana

The Heretics of Finance: conversations with leading practitioners of technical analysis by Andy Lo and Jasmina Hasan hodzic

The Origin of Financial Crises: central banks, credit bubbles and the efficient market fallacy by George Cooper

Wall Street Values: business ethics and the global financial crisis by Michael A. Santoro and Ronald J. Strauss
The Death of Corporate Reputation: how integrity has been destroyed on Wall Street by Jonathan R. Macey

The Looting of America: how Wall Street's game of fantasy finance destroyed jobs, pensions and prosperity by Les Leopold

The Money Trap: escaping the grip of global finance by Robert Pringle

Taming the Beast: Wall Street's imperfect answers to making money by Larry Light

Casino Capitalism: how the financial crisis came about and what needs to be done now by Hans-Werner Sinn

Planet Ponzi: how politicians and bankers stole your future; what happens next; how you can survive by Mitch Feierstein

Easy Money: the greatest Ponzi scheme ever and how it is set to destroy the global financial system by Vivek Kaul

The Failure of Capitalist Production: underlying causes of the Great Recession by Andrew Kliman

The Triple Crisis of Western Capitalism: democracy, banking and currency by Tillmann C. Lauk

Capitalism's Crisis Deepens: essays on the global economic meltdown by Richard D. Wolff

The Great Deformation: the corruption of capitalism in America by David A. Stockman

Doing Capitalism in the Innovation Economy: markets, speculation and the state by William H. Janeway

Aggressive Capitalism: the overleveraging of America's wealth, integrity and dollar by Claude Chang

The Trouble with Capitalism: an enquiry into the causes of global economic failure by Harry Shutt

Finanzcapitalismo: la civiltà del denaro in crisi by Gallino Luciano

The Return of Depression Economics and the Crisis of 2008 by Paul Krugman


The Great Crash of 2008 by Ross Garnaut

Financial Globalization, Economic Growth and the Crisis of 2007-09 by William Cline

See No Evil: uncovering the truth behind the financial crisis by Erik Banks
16 Nouvelles Questions d'Économie Contemporaine edited by Philippe Askenazy and Daniel Cohen

A Failure of Capitalism: the crisis of '08 and the descent into depression by Richard Posner

The Financial Crisis in Constitutional Perspective by Poul Kjaer et al

Business as Usual: the economic crisis and the failure of capitalism by Paul Mattick

The Crisis of Capitalist Democracy by Richard Posner

Dollars, Euros and Debt: how we got into the fiscal crisis and how to get out of it by Vito Tanzi

The Global Debt Crisis: haunting U.S. and European Federalism edited by Paul E. Peterson and Daniel Nadler

Deficits, Debt and Democracy: wrestling with tragedy on the fiscal commons by Richard Wagner

Democracy Under Stress: the global crisis and beyond edited by Ursula van Beek and Edmund Wnuk-Lipinski

Democrisis: democracy caused the debt crisis: will it survive it? by David Roche and Bob McKee

Social and Psychological Dimensions of Personal Debt and the Debt Industry edited by Serdar M. Değirmencioğlu and Carl Walker

Political Bubbles: financial crises and the failure of American Democracy by Nolan McCarty et al

The Defetishized Society: new economic democracy as a libertarian alternative to capitalism by Chris Wyatt

The Global Economic Crisis report to the Trilateral Commission


Fighting Financial Fires: an IMF insider account by Onno de Beaufort Wijnholds

The IMF and Global Financial Crises: phoenix rising? by Joseph P. Joyce

2. EMPIRICAL AND NARRATIVE WORKS
The crunch: the scandal of Northern Rock and the escalating credit crisis by Alex Brummer

Street Fighters: the last 72 hours of Bear Stearns by Kate Kelly

Bear Trap: the fall of Bear Stearns and the panic of 2008 by Bill Bamber and Andrew Spencer

The Rise and Fall of Bear Stearns by Alen Greenberg


Lehman Brothers: a crisis of Value by Oonagh McDonald

A Colossal Failure of Common Sense: the incredible inside story of the collapse of Lehman Brothers by Larry McDonald with Patrick Robinson

The Last of the Imperious Rich: Lehman Brothers, 1844-2008 by Peter Chapman

Uncontrolled Risk: the lessons of Lehman Brothers and how systemic risk can still bring down the world financial system by Mark T. Williams


The Devil’s Casino: friendship, betrayal and the high-stakes games played inside Lehman Brothers by Vicky Ward

Street Freak: money and madness at Lehman Brothers by Jared Dillian

The Murder of Lehman Brothers: an insider's look at the global meltdown by Joseph Tibman

Crash of the Titans: greed, hubris, the fall of Merrill Lynch and the near collapse of Bank of America by Greg Farrell

The Lost Bank: the story of Washington Mutual – the biggest bank failure in American history by Kirsten Grind

The Fear Factor: what happens when fear grips Wall Street by Colin Read

Fatal Risk: a cautionary tale of AIG’s corporate suicide by Roddy Boyd

Black Horse Ride: the inside story of Lloyds and the banking crisis by Ivan Fallon

Shredded: inside RBS, the bank that broke Britain by Ian Fraser
Making it Happen: Fred Goodwin, RBS and the men who blew up the British Economy by Iain Martin

On the Brink: inside the race to stop the collapse of the global financial system by Henry Paulson

Too Big to Fail: the inside story of how Wall Street and Washington fought to save the financial system from crisis by Andrew Ross Sorkin

Black Box Casino: how Wall Street's risky shadow banking crashed global finance by Robert Stowe England

Knowledge Capture in Financial Regulation: data, information and knowledge asymmetries in the US financial crisis by Eva Becker

Gambling with Borrowed Chips by Christopher C. Faille

The Crime of our Time: why Wall Street is not too big to jail by Danny Schechter

How Wall Street Fleeces America: privatized banking, government collusion and class war by Stephen Lendman

Exile on Wall Street: one analyst's fight to save the big banks from themselves by Mike Mayo

Thieves of Bay Street: how banks, brokerages and the wealthy steal billions from Canadians by Bruce Livesey

Senseless Panic: how Washington failed America by William Isaac and Philip Meyer

Capital Offense: how Washington's wise men turned America's future over to Wall Street by Michael Hirsh

After the Fall: saving capitalism from Wall Street and Washington by Nicole Gelinas

Financial Crisis Containment and Government Guarantees edited by John Raymond LaBrosse et al

The Future of Financial Regulation: who should pay for the failure of American and European banks? by Johan A. Lybeck

Last Resort: the financial crisis and the future of bailouts by Eric A. Posner

The Legality of Bailouts and Buy Nationals: international trade law in a crisis by Kamala Dawar

The Value Impact of Bank Bailouts During the Financial Crisis 2008 by Katharina Schade

Bailout Nation by Barry Ritholtz
Bailout: an inside account of how Washington abandoned Main Street while rescuing Wall Street by Neil Barofsky

The Power of Inaction: bank bailouts in comparison by Cornelia Woll

Bailouts: public money, private profit edited by Robert Wright

Bankruptcy Not Bailout edited by Kenneth E. Scott and John B. Taylor

Inside the FDIC: thirty years of bank failures, bailouts and regulatory battles by John F. Bovenzi

Unwinding Financial Sector Interventions: preconditions and practical considerations edited by Udaibir Das and Michael Papaioannou

Government Bailout: Troubled Asset Relief Program edited by Adelaide Lefebvre

Curbing Bailouts: bank crises and democratic accountability in comparative perspective by Guillermo Rosas

The System Worked How the World Stopped Another Great Depression by Daniel W. Drezner

No Way Out: persistent government interventions in the Great Contraction edited by Vincent R. Reinhart

Ending Government Bailouts as We Know Them edited by Kenneth E. Scott et al

Bankruptcies and Bailouts edited by Julie Guard et al

Overhaul: an insider's account of the Obama administration's emergency rescue of the auto industry by Steven Rattner


Meltdown: A free-market look at why the stock market collapsed, the economy tanked and government bailouts will make things worse by Thomas Woods

The Finance Crisis and Rescue: what went wrong? Why? What lessons can be learned? [Rotman School of Management]

Fool's Gold: how unrestrained greed corrupted a dream, shattered global markets and unleashed a catastrophe by Gillian Tett

Reckless Endangerment: how outsized ambition, greed and corruption led to economic armageddon by Gretchen Morgenson and Joshua Rosner

Wall Street at War: the secret struggle for the global economy by Alexandra Orousssoff
Complicit: how greed and collusion made the credit crisis unstoppable by Mark Gilbert

And Then the Roof Caved In: how Wall Street's greed and stupidity brought capitalism to its knees by David Faber

House of Cards: a tale of hubris and wretched excess on Wall Street by William Cohan

The Trillion Dollar Meltdown: easy money, high rollers and the great credit crash by Charles Morris

The Battle for Wall Street: behind the lines in the struggle that pushed an industry into turmoil by Richard Goldberg

The 86 Biggest Lies on Wall Street by John Talbott

Fiasco: blood in the water on Wall Street by Frank Partnoy

Dumb Money: how our greatest financial minds bankrupted the nation by Daniel Gross

Catching the Wolf of Wall Street: more incredible true stories of fortunes, schemes, parties and prison by Jordan Belfort

Chasing Alpha: how reckless growth and unchecked ambition ruined The City's golden decade by Philip Augar

The End of Growth: adapting to our new economic reality by Richard Heinberg

Cycles, Growth and the Great Recession edited by Annalisa Cristini et al

The Age of Austerity: the global financial crisis and the return to economic growth by Thomas J. Schoenbaum

The Global Financial Crisis and Austerity: a basic introduction by David Clark

The Meltdown Years: the unfolding of the global economic crisis by Wolfgang Münchau

The Financial Crisis: who is to blame? by Howard Davies

The Storm: the world economic crisis and what it means by Vince Cable

Anatomy of a Financial Crisis: a real estate bubble, runaway credit markets and regulatory failure by Marc Jarsulic

Contagion: the financial epidemic that is sweeping the global economy by John Talbott

Plunder and Blunder: the rise and fall of the bubble economy by Dean Baker

The Roller Coaster Economy: financial crisis, great recession and the public option by Howard Sherman
Discipline in the Global Economy? International finance and the end of liberalism by Jakob Vestergaard

The Sages: Warren Buffett, George Soros, Paul Volcker and the Maelstrom of Markets by Charles Morris

Hoodwinked: an economic hit man reveals why the world financial markets imploded by John Perkins

How I Caused the Credit Crunch: an insider's story of the financial meltdown by Tetsuya Ishikawa

Crisis and Recovery: learning from the Asian experience by Jong-Wha Lee

Asia and the Subprime Crisis by Chi Lo

Asian Responses to the Global Financial Crisis: the impact of regionalism and the role of the G20 edited by Jehoon Park et al

The Global Financial Crisis and Asia: implications and challenges edited by Masahiro Kawai et al

Prevention and Crisis Management: lessons for Asia from the 2008 Crisis edited by Steven Rosefielde et al

Lessons from East Asia and the Global Financial Crisis edited by Justin Yifu Lin and Boris Pleskovic

Financial Crisis and Institutional Change in East Asia by Jikon Lai

East Asia and the Global Crisis edited by Shaun Breslin

The Global Economic Crisis and East Asian Regionalism edited by Saori N. Katada

Crisis, Capital Flows and FDI in Emerging Asia by Ramkishen S. Rajan et al
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and Global Financial Crisis by Rais Ahmad

The Impact of the Economic Crisis on East Asia: policy responses from four economies edited by Daigee Shaw and Bih Jane Liu

Managing Economic Crisis in Southeast Asia edited by Saw Swee-Hock

National Intellectual Capital and the Financial Crisis in China, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan by Carol Yeh-Yun Lin et al

The Asian Economy: spearheading the recovery from the global financial crisis by Dilip Das

From Stress to Growth: strengthening Asia's financial systems in a post-crisis world edited by Marcus Noland and Donghyun Park
Asia Beyond the Global Economic Crisis: the transmission mechanism of financial shocks 
edited by Satoshi Inomata

South Asia: beyond the global financial crisis edited by Amitendu Palit

Asia and the Global Economic Crisis: challenges in a financially integrated world by John
M. Dowling and Pradumna B. Rana

A Resilient Asia Amidst Global Financial Crisis edited by Harinder Kohli and Ashok Sharma

Singapore and Asia: impact of the global financial tsunami edited by S.H. Ying and C.W. Mun

Road to Recovery: Singapore's journey through the global crisis by Sanchita Basu Das

Too Good to be True: the rise and fall of Bernie Madoff by Erin Arvedlund

Madoff with the Money by Jerry Oppenheimer

Betrayal: the life and lies of Bernie Madoff by Andrew Kirtzman

No One Would Listen: a true financial thriller by Harry Markopolos

and Economic Crisis in the United States

Dissent from the Majority Report of the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission edited by
Peter Wallison

3. FINANCE & BANKING

Financialisation and the Financial and Economic Crises: country studies edited by
Eckhard Hein et al

The New Paradigm for Financial Markets: the credit crisis of 2008 and what it means by
George Soros

The Bankers' New Clothes: what's wrong with banking and what to do about it by Anat
Admati and Martin Hellwig

Complexity and Crisis in the Financial System: critical perspectives on the evolution of
American and British banking edited by Matthew Hollow et al;

Finance for All? Policies and pitfalls in expanding access [World Bank]

Financial Institutions and Markets: 2007-2008 the year of crisis edited by Robert Bliss and
George Kaufman
Banks, Bankers and Bankruptcies Under Crisis: understanding failure and mergers during the Great Recession by Dimitris N. Chorafas

Financialisation in Crisis edited by Costas Lapavitsas


The Macroeconomics of Finance-dominated Capitalism and its Crisis by Eckhard Hein

Financial Boom and Gloom: the credit and banking crisis of 2007-2009 and beyond by Dimitris Chorafas

Post-Crisis Quant Finance edited by Mauro Cesa

Financial Instability: toolkit for interpreting boom and bust cycles by Vincenzo D'Apice and Giovanni Ferri

Financial Instability and Economic Security after the Great Recession edited by Charles Whalen

A Flow-of-Funds Perspective on the Financial Crisis, Vols 1 & 2 edited by Bernhard Winkler et al

Boombustology: spotting financial bubbles before they burst by Vikram Mansharamani

Dominant Finance and Stagnant Economies by Sunanda Sen

Closing a Failed Bank: resolution practices and procedures by David Parker

The First Credit Market Turmoil of the 21st Century edited by Douglas Evanoff et al

The Economics of Financial Turbulence: alternative theories of money and finance by Bill Lucarelli

13 Bankers: the Wall Street takeover and the next financial meltdown by Simon Johnson and James Kwak

Banker to the World: leadership lessons from the front lines of global finance by William R. Rhodes

Financial Crises edited by Franklin Allen and Douglas Gale [Elgar library of critical writings in economics]

Finance at the Threshold: rethinking the real and financial economies by Christopher Houghton Budd

The End of Finance by Massimo Amato and Luca Fantacci

Banking with Integrity: the winners of the financial crisis edited by heiko Spitzeck et al
Stress-testing the Banking System: methodologies and applications edited by Mario Quagliariello

Coherent Stress Testing: a Bayesian approach to the analysis of financial stress by Riccardo Rebonato

Fiduciary Finance: investment funds and the crisis in financial markets by Martin Gold

Banks at Risk: global best practices in an age of turbulence by Peter Hoflich

Banking in Turmoil: strategies for sustainable growth by Steven Davis

Where Did Our Money Go? Building a banking system fit for purpose [New Economics Foundation]

Other People's Money: masters of the universe or servants of the people? by John Kay

How the Other Half Banks: exclusion, exploitation and the threat to democracy by Mehrsa Baradaran

The Money Crisis: how bankers grabbed our money – and how we can get it back by Peter Stalker

Financial Institutions in Turmoil edited by Carl D. Aspelin

Jimmy Stewart is Dead: ending the world's ongoing financial plague with limited purpose banking by Laurence Kotlikoff

The House of Dimon by Patricia Crisafulli

Chasing Goldman Sachs: how the masters of the universe melted Wall Street down... and why they'll take us to the brink again by Suzanne McGee

It Takes a Pillage: an epic tale of power, deceit and untold trillions by Nomi Prins

Tous ruinés dans dix ans? Dette publique: la dernière chance by Jacques Attali

Endgame: the end of the debt supercycle and how it changes everything by John Mauldin and Jonathan Tepper

Financial Assets, Debt and Liquidity Crises: a Keynesian approach by Matthieu Charpe et al;

I.O.U.: why everyone owes everyone and no one can pay by John Lanchester

Paper Promises: money, debt and the new world order by Philip Coggan

Payback: debt and the shadow side of wealth by Margaret Atwood
Debt Defaults and Lessons from a Decade of Crises by Federico Sturzenegger and Jeromin Zettelmeyer

Capital and the Debt Trap: learning from cooperatives in the global crisis by Claudia Sanchez Bajo and Bruno Roelants

Leverage: how cheap money will destroy the world by Karl Denninger

Sovereign Debt and the Financial Crisis edited by Carlos Braga and Gallina Vincelette

Sovereign Wealth: the role of state capital in the new financial order edited by Renée Fry et al

Sovereign Debt: from safety to default edited by Robert W. Kolb

Sovereign Defaults before International Courts and Tribunals by Michael Waibel

Sovereign Debt Crisis: the new normal and the newly poor by Dimitris Chorafas

America's Ticking Bankruptcy Bomb by Peter Ferrara

When States Go Broke: the origins, context and solutions for the American states in fiscal crisis edited by Peter Conti-Brown and David A. Skeel, Jr.

Financial Contagion: the viral threat to the wealth of nations edited by Robert Kolb

The Evolution of Monetary Policy and Banking in the U.S. by Donald Hester

Lending, Investments and the Financial Crisis edited by Elena Beccalli

Handbook of Financial Intermediation and Banking edited by Anjan Thakor and Arnoud Boot

Unravelling the Credit Crunch by David Murphy

Understanding the Securitization of Subprime Mortgage Credit by Adam Ashcraft and Til Schuermann

Securitization and Structured Finance Post Credit Crunch by Markus Krebsz

The Rise and Fall of the U.S. Mortgage and Credit Markets: a comprehensive analysis of the market meltdown by James Barth et al

The Great American Housing Bubble: the road to collapse by Robert Hardaway

The American Mortgage System: crisis and reform edited by Susan Wachter and Marvin Smith;

Subprime Nation: American power, global capital and the housing bubble by Herman Schwartz
Credit Crises: from tainted loans to a global economic meltdown by Jochen Felsenheimer and Philip Gisdakis

The Foreclosure of America: the inside story of the rise and fall of Countrywide Home Loans, the mortgage crisis and the default of the American Dream by Adam Michaelson

The Housing Boom and Bust by Thomas Sowell

Busted: life inside the great mortgage meltdown by Edmund Andrews

Affordable Housing Finance by Kim Hawtrey

Real Estate and the Financial Crisis: how turmoil in the capital markets is restructuring real estate finance by Anthony Downs

The Fall of the House of Credit by Alistair Milne

Asset Pricing, Real Estate and Public Finance over the Crisis edited by Alessandro Carretta and Gianluca Mattarocci

Borrowing to Live: consumer and mortgage credit revisited edited by Nicolas Retsinas and Eric Belsky

The Color of Credit: mortgage discrimination, research methodology, and fair-lending enforcement by Stephen Ross and John Yinger

Insufficient Funds: savings, assets, credit and banking among low-income households edited by Rebecca Blank and Michael Barr

Due Diligence: planning, questions, issues by Gordon Bing

Moving Forward: the future of consumer credit and mortgage finance edited by Nicolas Retsinas and Eric Belsky

Active Credit Portfolio Management in Practice by Jeffrey Bohn and Roger Stein

Sovereign Wealth and Sovereign Power by Brad Setser

Sovereign Wealth Funds: states buying the world by Lixia Loh

Sovereign Discredit: why sovereign debt risk is the next stage of new monetarism David Roche & Bob McKee

Social Banking and Social Finance: answers to the economic crisis by Roland Benedikter

4. RISK, DERIVATIVES & HEDGE FUNDS
Beyond Mechanical Markets: asset price swings, risk and the role of the state by Roman Frydman and Michael Goldberg

Extreme Money: masters of the universe and he cult of risk by Satyajit Das

Asset Prices, Booms and Recessions (3rd ed) by Willi Semmler

The Hedge Fund Mirage: the illusion of big money and why it's too good to be true by Simon Lack

Reconsidering Funds of Hedge Funds: the financial crisis and best practices in UCITS, tail risk, performance and due diligence edited by Greg N. Gregoriou

Credit Models and the Crisis: a journey into CDOs, copulas, correlations and dynamic models by Damiano Brigo et al

Managing Risk in the Financial System edited by John Raymond LaBrosse et al;

Risk Takers: uses and abuses of financial derivatives (2nd ed) by John Marthinsen

The Devil’s Derivatives by Nicholas Dunbar

Risk-Taking, Limited Liability and the Banking Crisis by Hans-Werner Sinn

Credit Risk Measurement in and out of the Financial Crisis: new approaches to value at risk and other paradigms by Anthony Saunders and Linda Allen

Money in the Great Recession: did a crash in money growth cause the global slump edited by Tim Congdon

Monetary Policy in the Context of the Financial Crisis: new challenges and lessons edited by William Barnett and Fredj Jawadi

The Global Financial Crisis and the New Monetary Consensus by Marc Pilkington

Monetary Policy under Financial Turbulence edited by Luis Felipe Céspedes et al

A Global Monetary Plague: asset price inflation and Federal Reserve quantitative easing by Brendan Brown

The Failure of Risk Management by Douglas Hubbard

The Future of Futures: the time of money in financing and society by Elena Esposito

Credit, Currency or Derivatives: instruments of global financial stability or crisis? Edited by J. Jay Choi and Michael G. Papaioannou

Electronic Markets: benefits, costs and risks edited by Craig Standing
Advances in Credit Risk Modelling and Corporate Bankruptcy Prediction edited by Stewart Jones and David Hensher

Exotic Derivatives and Risk: theory, extensions and applications by Mondher Bellalah

Anticipating Correlations: a new paradigm for risk management by Robert Engle

Quantitative Finance: its development, mathematical foundations and current scope by T.W. Epps

Trading Regime Analysis: the probability of volatility by Murray Gunn

Stalking the Black Swan: research and decision making in a world of extreme volatility by Kenneth Posner

Misunderstanding Financial Crises: why we don't see them coming by Gary B. Gorton

Better Pricing of Credit Default Swaps: CDS delivery option by David Boberski

Stock Market Volatility edited by Greg Gregoriou

Global Financial Crisis and Its Ramifications on Capital Markets: opportunities and threats in volatile economic conditions edited by Ümit Hacıoğlu and Hasan Dinçer


Consumer Credit Risk Management by Helen McNab and Peter Taylor

Financial Markets and Risk by David Brighouse and Janet Hontoir

Uncertain Risks Regulated edited by Michelle Everson and Ellen Vos

Option Strategies for Directionless Markets by Anthony Saliba

Confidence Games: money and markets in a world without redemption by Mark Taylor

Catastrophe Risk Financing in Developing Countries: principles for public intervention by J. D. Cummins and Olivier Mahul

Complexity and Artificial Markets edited by Klaus Schredelseker and Florian Hauser

Market Risk Management for Hedge Funds: foundations of the style and implicit value-at-risk by François Duc and Yann Schorderet

Hedge Hunters: how hedge fund masters survived by Katherine Burton

When Prime Brokers Fail: the unheeded risk to hedge funds, banks and the financial industry by J. S. Aikman
Value-at-Risk Models by Carol Alexander [Market Risk Analysis IV]

How to Price: a guide to pricing techniques and yield management by Oz Shy

Credit Risk: models, derivatives and management edited by Niklas Wagner

Essays in Derivatives; risk-transfer tools and topics made easy (2nd ed.) by Don Chance

Computational Methods in Financial Engineering by Erricos Kontogiorghes

The Rise of Mutual funds: an insider’s view by Matthew Fink

Quantitative Fund Management edited by M.A.H. Dempster et al

The Secret Language of Financial Reports by Mark Haskins

Financial Darwinism by Leo Tilman

5. REGULATION, CENTRAL BANKING & ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE


Connectedness and Contagion: protecting the financial system from panics by Hal S. Scott

Reshaping Markets: economic governance, the global financial crisis and liberal utopia by Bertram Lomfeld et al

Central Bank Regulation and the Financial Crisis: a comparative analysis by Miao Han

The Only Game in Town: central banks, instability and avoiding the next collapse by Mohamed A. El-Erian;

The Redesign of the Global Financial Architecture: the return of state authority by Stuart P. M. Mackintosh

The Great Recession: lessons for central bankers edited by Jacob Braude et al

EU Economic Law in a Time of Crisis edited by Harri Kalimo and Max S. Jansson;

Building responsive and responsible financial regulators in the aftermath of the financial crisis edited by Pablo Iglesias-Rodriguez

The Alchemists: three central bankers and a world on fire by Neil Irwin

Reinventing Financial Regulation: a blueprint for overcoming systemic risk by Avinash Persaud
The Social Value of the Financial Sector: too big to fail or just too big? edited by Viral V. Acharya et al

The Regulatory Response to the Financial Crisis by Charles Goodhart

Break Up the Banks! a practical guide to stopping the next global financial meltdown by David Shirreff;

The Watchdog that didn’t Bark: the financial crisis and the disappearance of investigative journalism by Dean Starkman

Rethinking the Role of the State in Finance [World Bank]

Globalisation, the Global Financial Crisis and the State edited by John H. Farrar and David G. Mayes

Managing and Measuring Risk: emerging global standards and regulation after the financial crisis edited by Oliviero Roggi and Edward Altman

Resisting Corporate Corruption: cases in practical ethics from Enron through the financial crisis by Stephen V. Arbogast

The Crisis Aftermath: new regulatory paradigms edited by Mathias Dewatripont and Xavier Freixas

Coping with Crisis: government reactions to the great recession edited by Nancy Bermeo and Jonas Pontusson

Building a More Resilient Financial Sector: reforms in the wake of the global crisis edited by Aditya Narain et al

Banking Regulation and the Financial Crisis by Jin Cao

The Great Recession: market failure or policy failure? by Robert L. Hetzel

Economic Crises and Policy Regimes: the dynamics of policy innovation and paradigmatic change edited by Hideko Magara

Macroprudential Regulatory Policies: the new road to financial stability? edited by Stijn Claessens et al

The Financial Crisis and the Regulation of Finance edited by Christopher Green et al

Financial Regulation and Supervision: a post-crisis analysis edited by Eddy Wymeersch et al

The Regulatory Aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis by Eilís Ferran et al

Financial Regulation in Crisis? The role of law and the failure of Northern Rock edited by Joanna Gray and Orkun Akseli
Clearing the Bull: the financial crisis and why banks need a human transformation by Jonathan Ledwidge

Financial Structures and Regulation: a comparison of crises in the UK, USA and Italy by Alessandro Roselli

Taxation and the Financial Crisis edited by Julian Alworth and Giampaolo Arachi


The Dynamics of Global Economic Governance: the financial crisis, the OECD and the politics of international tax cooperation by Richard Eccleston

Corporate Governance Failures: the role of institutional investors in the global financial crisis edited by James Hawley et al

Corporate Governance and the Global Financial Crisis: international perspectives edited by William Sun et al

The International Financial Crisis: have the rules of finance changed? edited by Asli Demirgüç-Kunt

Governing Global Finance: the evolution and reform of the international financial architecture by Anthony Elson

New Directions in Financial Services Regulation edited by Roger Porter et al

Meeting New Challenges to Stability and Building a Safer System [IMF, Global Financial Stability Report]

A Safer World Financial System: improving the resolution of systemic institutions by Stijn Claessens et al (CEPR)

Regulating Wall St: the Dodd-Frank Act and the new architecture of global finance edited by V.V. Acharya, T.F. Cooley, M.P. Richardson and I. Walter

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act: purpose, critique, implementation status and policy issues by Douglas D. Evanoff and William F. Moeller

Managing the New Regulatory Reality: doing business under the Dodd-Frank Act by Gregory Wilson

Bad History, Worse Policy: how a false narrative about the financial crisis led to the Dodd-Frank Act by Peter J. Wallison

Reforming U.S. Financial markets: reflections before and beyond Dodd-Frank by Randall Kroszner and Robert Shiller
International Monetary and Financial Law: the global crisis edited by Mario Giovanoli and Diego Devos

Balancing the Banks: global lessons from the financial crisis by Mathias Dewatripont, Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole

Managing International Financial Instability: national tamers versus global tigers by Fabrizio Saccomanni

Fixing Global Finance by Martin Wolf

Financial Market Regulation and Reforms in Emerging Markets edited by Masahiro Kawai and Eswar Prasad

The Impact of the Global Financial Crisis on Emerging Financial Markets edited by Jonathan Batten and Peter Szilagyi

Antitrust Law amidst Financial Crises by Ioannis Kokkoris and Rodrigo Olivares-Caminal

Global Financial Crisis: navigating and understanding the legal and regulatory aspects edited by Eugenio Bruno

Global Finance in Crisis: the politics of international regulatory change edited by Eric Helleiner et al

Politics of the Global Economic Crisis Regulation, Responsibility and Radicalism by Sreeram Chaulia

Financial Market Regulation in the Wake of Financial Crises: the historical experience edited by Alfredo Gigliobianco and Gianni Toniolo

Keep it Simple: policy responses to the financial crisis by Carmine Di Noia and Stefano Micossi [CEPS]

The Problem with Banks by Lena Rethel and Timothy J. Sinclair

Policing the Banks: accountability mechanisms for the financial sector by Maartje van Putten

Banking Crises: Perspectives from The New Palgrave Dictionary edited by Garett Jones

Why Are There So Many Banking Crises? The politics and policy of bank regulation by Jean-Charles Rochet

Global Banking Crises and Emerging markets edited by Josef C. Brada and Paul Wachtel

Regulation of Banks and Finance: theory and policy after the credit crisis by Carlos M. Peláez and Carlos A. Peláez;
Zombie Banks: how broken banks and debtor nations are crippling the global economy by Yalman Onaran

Financial Regulation after the Global Recession by Carlos M. & A. Peláez

Global Capital and National Institutions: crisis and choice in the international financial architecture by Laura Alfaro

Corporate Bodies and Guilty Minds: the failure of corporate criminal liability by William Laufer

Challenges to Central Banking in the Context of Financial Crisis: the international research experience edited by Subir Gokarn

Central Banking, Asset Prices and Financial Fragility by Éric Tymoigne

The Fed and the Credit Crisis by J. Kevin Corder

The Financial Crisis and Federal Reserve Policy by Lloyd B. Thomas

In Fed We Trust – Ben Bernanke’s war on the great panic: how the Federal Reserve became the fourth branch of government by David Wessel

A Century of Monetary Policy at the Fed: Ben Bernanke, Janet Yellen and the financial crisis of 2008 by David E. Lindsey;

The New Lombard Street: how the Fed became the dealer of last resort by Perry Mehrling

End the Fed by Ron Paul

Bernanke’s Test: Ben Bernanke, Alan Greenspan and the drama of the central banker by Johan van Overtveldt

Panderer to Power: the untold story of how Alan Greenspan enriched Wall Street and left a legacy of recession by Frederick Sheehan

Wall Street Revalued: imperfect markets and inept central bankers by Andrew Smithers

Central Banks as Economic Institutions edited by Jean-Philippe Touffut

Are the Golden Years of Central Banking Over? the Crisis and the challenges by Stefan Gerlach et al

Building Credible Central Banks: policy lessons for emerging economies by Noël Tshiani

Portfolio and Risk Management for Central Banks and Sovereign Wealth Funds edited by Joachim Coche et al

Risk Management for Central Banks and Other Public Investors edited by Ulrich Bindseil et al
Wasting a Crisis: why securities regulation fails by Paul G. Mahoney

How Countries Supervise their Banks, Insurers and Securities Markets [Central Banking Publications]

Adapting to Basel III and the Financial Crisis: re-engineering capital, business mix and performance management practices by Bogie Ozdemir and Peter Miu

Basel II Implementation in the Midst of Turbulence [CEPS]

Quantification of Operational Risk Under Basel II by Imad Moosa

Basel III and Beyond: a guide to banking regulation after the Crisis edited by Francesco Cannata and Mario Quagliairello, foreword by Mario Draghi

Narrow Banking: the reform of banking regulation by John Kay

Regulation of Banks and Finance: theory and policy after the Credit Crisis Carlos M. & A. Peláez

The MiFID Revolution by Jean-Pierre Casey and Karel Lannoo

Essays in the Law and Economics of Regulation edited by Michael Faure and Frank Stephen

Rating Agencies and the Fallout of the 2007-2008 Financial Crisis by Petra Lieven

Credit Rating Agency Reform edited by John De Luca and Paul Russo

Engineering the Financial Crisis: systemic risk and the failure of regulation by Jeffrey Friedman and Wladimir Kraus

Grumpy Old Bankers: wisdom from crises past [Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation]

International Regulation of Banking: Basel II, capital and risk requirements by Simon Gleeson

Solvency: models, assessment and regulation by Arne Sandström

Regulatory Failure and the Global Financial Crisis: an Australian perspective edited by Mohamed Ariff et al

Free the Market: why only government can keep the marketplace competitive by Gary Reback

Selling America Short: the SEC and market contrarians in the age of absurdity by Richard Sauer
Crisis by Design: the untold story of the global financial coup by John Truman Wolfe

Getting Off Track: how government actions and interventions caused, prolonged and worsened the financial crisis by John Taylor

The Great Money Binge: spending our way to socialism by George Melloan

Bad Money: reckless finance, failed politics and the global crisis of American Capitalism by Kevin Phillips

How the Economy was Lost by Paul Craig Roberts

Obama's Challenge: America's economic crisis and the power of a transformative presidency by Robert Kuttner

Governing Global Derivatives: challenges and risks by Chiara Oldani

The Big Short: inside the doomsday machine by Michael Lewis

Confidence Game: how a hedge fund manager called Wall Street's bluff by Christine Richard

Don't Blame the Shorts: why short sellers are always blamed for market crashes and how history is repeating itself by Robert Sloan

Restoring Financial Stability: how to repair a failed system edited by Viral V. Acharya and Matthew Richardson

Promoting Fiscal Discipline edited by Manmohar Kumar and Teresa Ter-Minassian

Global Slump: the economics and politics of crisis and resistance by David McNally

The Occupy Handbook edited by Janet Byrne

Occupy by Noam Chomsky

Dreaming in Public: building the Occupy Movement edited by Amy Schrager Lang

The Return of Ordinary Capitalism: neoliberalism, precarity, occupy by Sanford F. Schram

Reshaping Markets: economic governance, the global financial crisis and liberal utopia by Bertram Lomfeld et al

Global Economic Turmoil and the Public Good by Steven Rosefielde and Daniel Quinn Mills

They Say Cut Back, We Say Fight Back: Welfare activism in an era of retrenchment by Ellen Reese

No Cuts – Full Stop! Capitalist crisis and the public sector debt by David Yaffe et al.
Who Needs the Cuts? myths of the economic crisis by Barry Kushner and Saville Kushner

The Right and the Recession by Edward Ashbee

Law and Capitalism: what corporate crises reveal about legal systems and economic development around the world by Curtis Milhaupt and Katharina Pistor

Towards a New Framework for Financial Stability edited by David Mayes et al

Globalisation of Accounting Standards edited by Jayne Godfrey and Keryn Chalmers

Fair Value Accounting: key issues arising from the financial crisis by Elisa Menicucci

The Law of International Finance by Andrew McKnight

Finding the Money: public accountability and service efficiency through fiscal transparency edited by Gábor Péteri

Handbook of Central Banking, Financial Regulation and Supervision: after the financial crisis edited by Sylvester Eijffinger and Donato Masciandaro

6. THE CRISIS IN EUROPE AND THE EURO AREA

Financial Underpinnings of Europe's Financial Crisis: liberalization, integration and asymmetric state power by Nina Eichacker

The Euro and the Crisis: perspectives for the Eurozone as a monetary and budgetary union edited by Nazaré da Costa Cabral et al

Europe and the Euro: integration, crisis and policies by Enrico Marelli and Marcello Signorelli

The Sovereign Debt Crisis, the EU and welfare state reform edited by Caroline de la Porte and Elke Heins

The Economic Crisis and Governance in the European Union: a critical assessment by Javier Bilbao-Ubillos

The Incomplete Currency: the future of the Euro and solutions for the eurozone edited by Marcello Minenna et al

The Political and Economic Dynamics of the Eurozone Crisis by James A. Caporaso and Martin Rhodes

European Bank Restructuring During the Global Financial Crisis edited by Małgorzata Iwanicz-Drozdowska
Exploring Inequality in Europe: diverging income and employment opportunities in the Crisis edited by Martin Heidenreich

The Impact of the Economic Crisis on the EU Institutions and Member States edited by Francisco Balaguer Callejón et al;

Beyond the Crisis: the governance of Europe's economic, political and legal transformation edited by Mark Dawson et al

The Impact of the Economic Crisis on Local Governments in Europe by Luciano Vandelli and Stéphane Guérard;

Crisis and Institutional Change in Regional Integration edited by Sabine Saurugger and Fabien Terpan

The Euro Experiment by Paul Wallace

Europe's Orphan: the future of the Euro and the politics of debt by Martin Sandbu

The Great Financial Plumbing: from Northern Rock to Banking Union by Karel Lannoo

From Saviour to Guarantor: EU member states' economic intervention during the Financial Crisis by Fabio Bassan and Carlo D. Mottura

The European Sovereign Debt Crisis and its Impacts on Financial Markets by Go Tamakoshi and Shigeyuki Hamori

The EU and the Global Financial Crisis: new varieties of capitalism by Christian Schweiger

Beyond Austerity: democratic alternatives for Europe by Stuart Holland


The Eurozone Crisis and the Future of Europe: the political economy of further integration and governance edited by Daniel Dăianu et al

The Restructuring of Banks and Financial Systems in the Euro Area and the Financing of SMEs edited by Filippo Luca Calciano et al

The Effects of the Eurozone Sovereign Debt Crisis: differentiated integration between the centre and the new peripheries of the EU edited by Christian Schweiger and José M. Magone

The Future of the Euro edited by Matthias Matthijs and Mark Blyth
Germany's Role in the Euro Crisis: Berlin's quest for a more perfect monetary union by Franz-Josef Meiers

The German Financial System and the Financial and Economic Crisis by Daniel Detzer et al

Economic Crisis in Europe: causes, consequences and responses edited by Paul van den Noord and István P. Székely

Longer-term Consequences of the Great Recession on the Lives of Europeans edited by Agar Brugiavini and Guglielmo Weber

Europe in Crisis: problems, challenges and alternative perspectives edited by Aristidis Bitzenis et al

Which European Union? Europe after the Euro crisis by Sergio Fabbrini

Legal Challenges in the Global Financial Crisis; bail-outs, the Euro and regulation edited by Wolf-Georg Ringe and Peter M. Huber

The Debt Crisis in the Eurozone: social impacts by Nikos Petropoulos and George Odysseus

Europe on the Brink Debt Crisis and Dissent in the European Periphery edited by Tony Phillips

Managing Risks in the European Periphery Debt Crisis: lessons from the trade-off between economics, politics and the financial markets edited by George Christodoulakis

The New Financial Architecture in the Eurozone by Franklin Allen, Elena Carletti and Joanna Gray

Bearing the Losses from Bank and Sovereign Default in the Eurozone edited by Franklin Allen, Elena Carletti and Joanna Gray

European Banking Union edited by Danny Busch and Guido Ferrarini

Political, Fiscal and Banking Union in the Eurozone? edited by Franklin Allen, Elena Carletti and Joanna Gray

The European Union Beyond the Crisis: evolving governance, contested policies and disenchanted publics by Boyka M. Stefanova

European Debt Restructuring Handbook: leading case studies from the post-Lehman cycle by Kon Asimacopoulos and Justin Bickle

The EU Economic and Social Model in the Global Crisis edited by Dagmar Schiek

Trader's Guide to the Euro Area: economic indicators, the ECB and the Euro crisis by David J. Powell
Economic Crisis, Quality of Work and Social Integration: the European experience edited by Duncan Gallie

Austerity: European democracies against the wall by Lorenzo Bini Smaghi

Against the Troika: crisis and austerity in the Eurozone by Heiner Flassbeck and Costas Lapavitsas


The Aftermath of the Global Crisis in the European Union edited by Beáta Farkas

Europe's Financial Crisis: a short guide to how the Euro fell into crisis and the consequences for the world by John Authers

The EU and the Eurozone Crisis: policy challenges and strategic choices edited by Finn Laursen

The Euro Crisis edited by Philip Arestis and Malcolm Sawyer

Europe's Unfinished Currency: the political economics of the Euro by Thomas Mayer

Europe's Deadlock: how the Euro crisis could be solved – and why it won't happen by David Marsh

The Euro: the politics of the new global currency (2nd ed.) by David Marsh

Resolving the European Debt Crisis edited by William R. Cline and Guntram B. Wolff

Emerging from the Euro Debt Crisis: making the single currency work by Michael Heise

Financial Crisis, Austerity and Electoral Politics: European voter responses to the global economic collapse 2009-2013 edited by Pedro C. Magalhães

The Euro crisis and the state of European democracy edited by Bruno de Witte, Adrienne Héritier and Alexander H. Trechsel

Public Sector Shock: the impact of policy retrenchment in Europe edited by Daniel Vaughan-Whitehead

Work Inequalities in the Crisis: evidence from Europe edited by Daniel Vaughan-Whitehead

Europe in Crisis: bolt from the blue? by Ivan T. Berend

Economy and Society in Europe: a relationship in crisis edited by Luigi Burroni et al
Before and After the Economic Crisis: what implications for the European Social Model
edited by Marie-Ange Moreau and Iryna Ulasiuk

Europe and the Financial Crisis edited by Pompeo Della Posta and Leila Simona Talani

Euro Crisis: aggregate demand control is European single currency weakness by Peter
James Rhys Morgan

The Economic Crisis and European Integration edited by Wim Meeusen

European Union and the Economic Crisis edited by Alexandre Defossez and Rodolphe
Muñoz

Europe: financial crisis and security issues edited by Patrick Werthers

L’Union européenne et les crises edited by Fabrice Picod

Economic Crisis in Europe: causes, consequences and responses [Buti, Marco / EC DG
Economic & Financial Affairs]

The Euro in the 21st Century: economic crisis and financial uproar by Maria Lorca-Susino

The Euro and International Financial Stability by Efthymios G. Tsionas

The Lisbon Scorecard VIII - Is Europe Ready for an Economic Storm? by Katinka Barysch
et al

Monetary Chaos in Europe: the end of an era by Brendan Brown

Le réveil des Démons: la crise de l'euro et comment nous en sortir by Jean Pisani-Ferry

La Crisis del Euro: de Atenas a Madrid by Josep Borrell and Andreu Missé

The Euro Area and the Financial Crisis edited by Miroslav Beblavý et al

Saving Europe: how national politics nearly destroyed the Euro by Carlo Bastasin

The End of the Euro: the uneasy future of the European Union by Johan van Overtveldt

Completing the Eurozone Rescue: what more needs to be done? edited by Richard Baldwin,
Daniel Gros and Luc Laeven

Europe Will Work: but it needs to strengthen its governance, fix its banks and reform its
structural policies Nomura Global Economics

The Tragedy of the Euro (2nd ed) by Philipp Bagus

Euro Exit: why (and how) to get rid of the monetary union by Jean-Jacques Rosa
Life in the Eurozone with or without sovereign default? edited by Franklin Allen, Elena Carletti, Giancarlo Corsetti; with a foreword by Josep Borrell Fontelles
http://www.eui.eu/Personal/Carletti/Life%20in%20the%20Eurozone%20ebook.pdf

Weathering the Storm: the financial crisis and the EU Response by Javier Villar Burke

The EU Fiscal Crisis: forcing Eurozone political Union in 2011? by Graham Bishop

Euro Crash: the implications of monetary failure in Europe by Brendan Brown

Euro Crash: the exit route from monetary failure in Europe by Brendan Brown

Liberalism in Crisis? European economic governance in the age of turbulence edited by Carlo Secchi and Antonio Villafranca

Financial Services Regulation in Europe (2nd ed.) edited by Etay Katz

The Consequences of the International Crisis for European SMEs: vulnerability and resilience edited by Bruno Dallago and Chiara Guglielmetti

UK Economy: the crisis in perspective edited by Gabriele Giudice et al

The Last Shall be the First: the East European financial crisis, 2008-2010 by Anders Åslund

From Crisis to Recovery: old and new challenges in emerging Europe edited by Thierry Bracke and Reiner Martin

Financial Crisis in Eastern Europe: road to recovery edited by Jens Jungmann and Bernd Sagemann

First the Transition, then the Crash: Eastern Europe in the 2000s edited by Gareth Dale

The Jobs Crisis: household and government responses to the Great Recession in Eastern Europe and Central Asia The World Bank

Financialisation and Financial Crisis in South-Eastern European Countries edited by Dubravko Radošević and Vladimir Cvijanović

The International Economic Crisis and the Post-Soviet States edited by Valentina Feklyunina and Stephen White

Post-Crisis Growth and Integration in Europe: catching-up strategies in CESEE economies edited by Ewald Nowotny

The EU and the Crisis – lessons learned [Advisory Council on International Affairs, Den Haag]

When Small Countries Crash by Scott MacDonald and Andrew Novo
Boomerang: travels in the new Third World by Michael Lewis

Iceland and the International Financial Crisis: boom, bust and recovery by Eirikur Bergmann;

Gambling Debt: Iceland's rise and fall in the global economy edited by E. Paul Durrenberger and Gisli Palsson

Preludes to the Icelandic Financial Crisis edited by Robert Aliber and Cylfi Zoega

Meltdown Iceland: lessons on the world financial crisis from a small bankrupt island by Roger Boyes

Brining Down the Banking System: lessons from Iceland by Gudrun Johnsen

Why Iceland? How one of the world's smallest countries became the meltdown's biggest casualty by Asgeir Jonsson

Frozen Assets: how I lived Iceland's boom and bust by Armann Thorvaldsson

Crisis Spaces: structures, struggles and solidarity in southern Europe by Costis Hadjimichalis

Protest Elections and Challenger Parties: Italy and Greece in the Economic Crisis edited by Susannah Verney and Anna Bosco

Crisis in Greece by Peter Siani-Davies

The Greek Economy and the Crisis: challenges and responses by Panagiotis Petrakis

The Greek Crisis and European Modernity edited by Anna Triandafyllidou, Ruby Gropas and Hara Kouki

Bust: Greece, the Euro and the Sovereign Debt Crisis by Matthew Lynn

Understanding the Crisis in Greece by Michael Mitsopoulos and Theodore Pelagidis

Greece: what is to be done? by Karl Heinz Roth

The Cyprus Bail-In: policy lessons from the Cyprus economic crisis edited by Alexander Michaelides and Athanasios Orphanides

Cyprus and the Financial Crisis: the controversial bailout and What it means for the Eurozone by John Theodore and Jonathan Theodore

Reflections on the Greek Sovereign Debt Crisis: the EU institutional framework, economic adjustment in an extensive shadow economy edited by Aristidis Bitzenis et al

Greekonomics: the Euro crisis and why politicians don't get it by Vicky Pryce
Philosophy and Resistance in the Crisis: Greece and the future of Europe by Costas Douzinas

Greek Banking: from the pre-Euro reforms to the financial crisis and beyond by Fotios Pasiouras


Greece's 'Odious' Debt: the looting of the Hellenic Republic by the Euro, the political elite and the investment community by Jason Manolopoulos

Revolt and Crisis in Greece: between a present yet to pass and a future still to come edited by Antonis Vradis and Dimitris Dalakoglou

Sustainable Politics and the Crisis of the Peripheries: Ireland and Greece edited by Liam Leonard and Iosif Botetzagias

The Fall of the Celtic Tiger: Ireland and the Euro debt crisis by Donal Donovan and Antoin E. Murphy

Ireland's Economic Crash by Kieran Allen

How Ireland Really Went Bust by Matt Cooper

Understanding Ireland's Economic Crisis: prospects for recovery edited by Stephen Kinsella and Anthony Leddin

The Political Economy and Media Coverage of the European Economic Crisis: the case of Ireland by Julien Mercille


Ireland's Malaise: the troubled personality of the Irish economy by Michael Casey

Austerity Ireland: the failure of Irish capitalism by Kieran Allen with Brian O'Boyle

The Bankers: how the banks ruined the Irish Economy by Shane Ross

Anglo Republic: inside the bank that broke Ireland by Simon Carswell

Breakfast with Anglo: a developer takes us inside the Irish property bubble by Simon Kelly

The Fitzpatrick Tapes by Top Lyons

The Big Lie: who profits from Ireland's austerity by Gene Kerrigan

Recession at Work: HRM in the Irish Crisis by William K. Roche et al
Wasters by Shane Ross and Nick Webb

Open Dissent: an uncompromising view of the financial crisis by Mike Soden

Follow the Money by David McWilliams

Bust: how the courts have exposed the rotten heart of the Irish economy by Dearbhail McDonald

Ship of Fools: how stupidity and corruption sank the Celtic Tiger by Fintan O'Toole

Enough is Enough: how to build a new republic by Fintan O'Toole

When the Luck of the Irish Ran Out by David Lynch

England after the Great Recession: tracking the political and cultural consequences of the Crisis by P.W. Preston

How Latvia Came Through the Financial Crisis by Anders Åslund and Valdis Dombrovskis

The Italian Banking System: impact of the crisis and future perspectives edited by Stefano Cosma and Elisabetta Gualandri;

La crisi mondiale e l'Italia by Marco Fortis

Lessons from the Economic Crisis in Spain by Sebastian Royo

Small Businesses in the Aftermath of the Crisis edited by Giorgio Calcagnini and Illario Favaretto

Crise Mondiale: en route pour le monde d'après by Franck Biancheri

Financial Services, Financial Crisis and General European Contract Law: failure and challenges of contracting edited by Stefan Grundmann and Yeşim Atamer

Regionalizing Global Crises: the Financial Crisis and new frontiers in regional governance edited by Toni Haastrup and Yong-Soo Eun

7. LABOUR MARKET & SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS

The Economic Crisis in Social and Institutional Context: theories, policies and exit strategies edited by Sebastiano Fadda and Pasquale Tridico

After '08: social policy and the Global Financial Crisis by Stephen McBride et al

Financial Crisis, Labour Markets and Institutions edited by Sebastiano Fadda and Pasquale Tridico
The Welfare State as Crisis Manager: explaining the diversity of policy responses to economic crisis by Peter Starke et al

Hard Times: the divisive toll of the economic slump by Tom Clark with Anthony Heath

Economic and Social Rights after the Global Financial Crisis edited by Aoife Nolan

End This Depression Now by Paul Krugman

Trust: money, markets and society by Geoffrey Hosking

Socioeconomic Outcomes of the Global Financial Crisis edited by Ulrike Schuerkens

Understanding Youth in the Global Economic Crisis by Alan France

Economic Crisis and Social Integration by edited by Yongha Kim and Gyorgy Szell;

Markets on Trial: the economic sociology of the U.S. Financial Crisis (2 vols.) edited by Michael Lounsbury and Paul Hirsch

Crisis of Governments: the ongoing global financial crisis and recession by Robert Barro

Global Financial Crisis: global impact and solutions edited by Paolo Savona et al

National Innovation Efficiency During the Global Crisis: a cross-country analysis by Emine Nur Gunay and Gozde Nur Kazazoglu;

Broke: how debt bankrupts the middle class edited by Katherine Porter

The Unfair Trade: how our broken global financial system destroys the middle class by Michael J. Casey

High Wire: the precarious financial lives of American families by Peter Gosselin

America's Poor and the Great Recession by Kristin S. Seefeldt and John D. Graham

Work Sharing During the Great Recession: new developments and beyond edited by Jon C. Messenger and Naj Ghosheh

Bringing the Jobless into Work? Experiences with activation schemes in Europe and the US edited by Werner Eichorst et al

Social Policy in Challenging Times: economic crisis and welfare systems edited by Kevin Farnsworth and Zoë

Trade and Employment in the Global Crisis by Marion Jansen and Erik von Uexkull

Trade Finance During the Great Trade Collapse edited by Jean-Pierre Chauffour and Mariem Malouche
Managing Openness: trade and outward-oriented growth after the crisis edited by Mona Haddad and Ben Shepherd

The Global Financial Crisis and Trade Prospects in Small States by Massimiliano Calì et al

From the Great Recession to Labour Market Recovery edited by Iyanatul Islam and Sher Verick

Laid Off, Laid Low: political and economic consequences of employment insecurity edited by Katherine Newman

The ABCs of the Economic Crisis: what working people need to know by Fred Magdoff and Michael Yates

Marshall and Schumpeter on Evolution: economic sociology of capitalist development edited by Yuichi Shionoya and Tamotsu Nishizawa

Gender and the Economic Crisis edited by Ruth Pearson and Caroline Sweetman

Critical and Feminist Perspectives on Financial and Economic Crises edited by Sakiko Fukuda-Parr et al

Women and Austerity: the economic crisis and the future for gender equality edited by Maria Karamessini and Jill Rubery

The Mystery of Capital and the Construction of Social Reality edited by Barry Smith et al

The Great Inflation and its Aftermath: the past and future of American affluence by Robert Samuelson

The Great Stagnation: how America ate all the low-hanging fruit of modern history, got sick and will (eventually) feel better by Tyler Cowen

Embedding Global Markets: an enduring challenge edited by John Ruggie

Identifying Consumption: subjects and objects in consumer society by Robert Dunn

Labour Unionism in the Financial Services Sector: fighting for rights and representation by Gregor Gall

Consumption and Generational Change: the rise of consumer lifestyles edited by Ian Jones et al
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